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Background 
 
In meeting with government officials, Business Council of Alberta (BCA) staff were asked for ideas that 
could help re-ignite the Alberta economy in a short period of time – a matter of months not years. 
Throughout August and September 2019, members of the Business Council of Alberta provided ideas 
they felt warranted further exploration. These ideas are submitted to the Government of Alberta for 
consideration and further exploration. They are a mix of policy, investment support, research and 
development, and partnerships.  
 

Economic Climate 
 

• Accelerate the adoption of a “Nexus-style” pass to fast-track the business regulatory approval 
and permitting processes.  

o Many long-standing and high-performing companies in Alberta applauded the concept 
of a “Nexus-style” pass for permits and approvals as outlined in the MacKinnon Report. 
The adoption of this kind of tool would result in the rapid acceleration of investment, 
job creation and economic activity in the province. 

Energy 
 

• Support R&D and trade/export development on transporting bitumen in a solid state. 
o As an addition to expanded pipeline capacity to improve market access, work is taking 

place on developing a way to transport bitumen in a solid state. CN Rail’s collaborative 
work to create “CanaPux” could be a means of reaching new markets without pipeline 
investment or concerns about environmentally-damaging oil spills. Further support in 
terms of development and trade of this option appears to be a strong opportunity. 

• Permit crude-by-rail shipments above curtailment volumes for exported oil. 
o Many producers wish to expand production but are unable to do so because of 

curtailment. Allowing production above curtailment only in cases where rail 
transportation commitments are guaranteed will help increase output and investment 
in the energy sector while ensuring that oil price differentials remain at stable levels.  

• Support continued investment in natural gas infrastructure by mitigating credit-related risks 
associated with the WCSB’s smaller gas producers, and further expansion into rural, Indigenous 
and remote communities. 

o Government could provide credit support and infrastructure backstopping 
arrangements for non-investment grade gas and NGL producers. This would not be for 
the entire obligation period but for a pre-determined “reasonable time period” under 
which a proponent would expect to re-contract the capacity. 

• Accept the Canadian Association of Petroleum Producers (CAPP) recommendation to change the 
royalty calculations for bitumen, specifically the Bitumen Valuation Methodology (BMV), to 
enable greater investment in partial upgrading in Alberta. 

o Value-added investment is the only type of investment not currently subject to market 
access risk. Estimates suggest that removing the non-market BMV could result in the 
creation of additional upgrading capacity in Alberta; reduced GHG emissions via reduced  
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diluent shipped; thousands of new jobs; and additional tax and royalty income for the 
Government of Alberta. 

 

Technology and Innovation 
 

• Ensure appropriate investment incentives exist to attract and retain technology and innovation 
activity in the province. 

o Retain the Alberta Investor Tax Credit (AITC) until a suitable replacement can be 
developed that addresses the competitiveness and attractiveness of the entire Alberta 
innovation ecosystem and is more broad based and administratively streamlined. 

o Explore the implementation of a broad-based Flow Through Share (FTS) regime in 
Alberta for technology companies. 

• Preserve Alberta’s global competitive advantage in artificial intelligence. 
o Edmonton is the third-ranked location worldwide for artificial intelligence (AI) expertise, 

research and activity. This emerging advantage should be supported and fostered by 
ensuring continued investment in areas such as the Alberta Machine Intelligence 
Institute (Amii), business driven AI collaboration and additional research chairs. 

 

Agriculture 
 

• Implement a program to support plant protein processing capacity within Alberta similar to the 
Petrochemical Diversification Program. 

o Global demand for plant-based protein is increasing rapidly. As home to one of the 
world’s finest environments for the production of high-quality plant proteins, Alberta 
should explore the incentivization of a plant protein value added sector to take 
advantage of this growing opportunity.  

• Introduce a progressive taxation structure to Alberta-produced ciders and other ready-to-drink 
products, similar to that introduced for beer production. 

o Until recently, Alberta beer producers faced a  disincentive to grow because once 
certain output thresholds were passed, the entire production volume became subject to 
a higher tax rate. Recent changes now apply the higher tax rate only on incremental 
volumes above the threshold. However, this change applied only to beer, and not to 
Alberta-made ciders and other ready-to-drink beverages which are still taxed as beer 
had been. Extending the tax changes to these other beverage products would help 
increase Alberta-based production.  
 

Forestry 
 

• Rehabilitate Alberta’s forests, creating jobs and carbon sinks. 
o Much of Alberta’s forests have been lost to infestations of the Mountain Pine Beetle. 

Rehabilitating forests, starting with those in national and provincial parks affected by 
this infestation, creates opportunities for new jobs on harvest and plantation, and 
generates an environmental gain through the carbon sinks created by new growth 
forests. Future activity could expand to those forests outside protected park boundaries. 


